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Usurp The Future
Eclipse The Past

“You are young, my
son, and, as the years
go by, time will
change and even
reverse many of your
present opinions.
Refrain therefore
awhile from setting
yourself up as a judge
of the highest
matters”
- Plato
Dialogues, Theaetetus
𝟙

“The two most powerful warriors are
patience and time.”

- Leo Tolstoy
Welcome,

Welcome, Welcome,

One and All,
And we do mean all,
To the first Unism periodical. I hope it is but
the first of many issues to come. We
approached the idea of a periodical
journal/magazine with two central goals:
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To assemble a collection of moods,
ideas, and concepts which can stand as
a reference point of sorts for the
community at large, and
To provide an outlet for those in the
group who would benefit from
engaging in the creative process (a
distinguished relative of the power
process).

We’ve solicited submissions from across the
community, and they have not disappointed.
Going forward, I hope that, as contributors
gain a greater sense of self-expression, and
seize the mediums at their disposal, there will
be a minor inner-renaissance, which will see
each of us take part in that magical
phenomenon whereby something becomes
greater than the sum of its parts.
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I Just Don’t
Have The

Time

It is also crucial to bear in mind the interconnection between the
Decalogue... and its modern obverse, the celebrated 'human Rights'.
As the experience of our post-political liberal-permissive society
amply demonstrates, human Rights are ultimately, at their core,
simply Rights to violate the Ten Commandments. 'The right to privacy'
— the right to adultery, in secret, where no one sees me or has the
right to probe my life. 'The right to pursue happiness and to possess
private property' -- the right to steal (to exploit others). 'Freedom of
the press and of the expression of opinion' -- the right to lie. 'The right
of free citizens to possess weapons' -- the right to kill. And, ultimately,
'freedom of religious belief' — the right to worship false gods.

Slavoj Žižek, The Fragile Absolute: or, why is the
Christian legacy worth fighting for?

𝟜
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Let’s
Take
A Walk

Let’s take a walk.
I step out into the early summer air to
explore my new neighborhood.
Some might say it’s like any other
neighborhood in America, and they
might actually be right - but as the
breeze bends the grass of my
neighbor’s empty lawns, I begin to think
something isn’t right.
I don’t see anyone.
No kids playing, arguing over who is “it”.
No skinned knees on pavement, no
sweet ramps to launch off of.
No sweat pouring from their precious
foreheads in the hot sun, as they sprint
towards a coveted football.
Inside they sit, face illuminated by static
blue light, mentally stimulated by the
phone they hold in their hands - not held
tight enough to convey any interest or
excitement, but surely tight enough to
never be put down.
As I continue, I pass by zero teenage
love stories in-the-making; no one is

found sitting together on a picnic blanket
by the frog pond. I see no secrets being
told, no ears are whispered into. There
is no one to scatter in giddy frivolity
when dinner time arrives.
I should keep walking.
The houses feel so new, so modern,
and so fake. Detached from any choices
made by those inside them,
standardized and assembly line made. I
don’t like judging a book by it’s cover,
but when every cover looks the same,
how much hope can we hold for what’s
inside?..
No cracks in the pavement to skip over,
no neighborhood history to map out
adventures by, no imperfections or
mysteries to build fantasies and scary
stories around.
It’s all out in the open, naked, sterile and
tamed. What’s out in the open - is
nothing.
I feel like I’m in a dream.
There is very little texture in my dreams,

𝟞

just abstract representations of ideas.
The houses in my dreams are perfect no delicate vines grow on the side of
their chimneys, no partially shattered
windows from baseballs thrown by the
kids across the way, no dirt from muddy
work boots stepping on the porch.
The houses in my dreams are fake mere imagery grasped from the
recesses of mind, yet they seem so
similar to the houses I see before me
now. These houses have criminally
small, fenced-in backyards. Some have
new playsets - yet to be drawn on, void
of all the ‘potty mouth’ words they’ll hear
on the playground. The raw materials for
memories may arguably all be there - all
except for the drive to create them.
As I walk on, I see more and more and
more of the same.

...Something just meant to sit on a shelf
as a decoration piece, like my collectible
bottle of Coca-Cola - a keepsake of
something that once had a purpose, an
intended use, but is now found out of its
original time and value; suspended in
infinite uselessness, meant only to look
nice, and persevere as a symbolic
paperweight in a world that has no use
for it’s previous utility.
Now I’m finally back at my home. My
walk is over. I’ve observed so much, and
seen so little.
I wonder what homes we’ll build one
hundred years from now, and why.
I wonder what traditions or pastimes will
sit on the knickknack shelf of the future souvenirs, void of all inherent value.
I suppose it’s up to us. ❖

The neighborhood feels like a
pre-packaged, disposable product, yet,
not one that is meant to be used...

𝟟

Twitter @PrivateBlueFin

...
As you look at
the screen, it is
possible to
believe you are
gazing into
eternity.

𝟠
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Ancient cultures such as Incan, Mayan, Hopi, and other Native
American Tribes – plus the Babylonians, ancient Greeks, Hinduism,
Buddhism, Jainism, and others – have a concept of a wheel of time:
they regard time as cyclical and quantic,[clarification needed]
consisting of repeating ages that happen to every being of the
Universe between birth and extinction.

“What’s done is done,” he said, but I didn’t
believe him. I knew he was lying to me, to all
of us, on some fundamental level. Maybe
not with any of the words being said, or
thoughts being thought, but in spirit there
was deceit.
Maybe it doesn’t matter much at this point
anyways. Sooner or later, we all drown in
something. Something eventually will choke
out our last weak breath. But of all the
things to drown in, I would have never
guessed mine Time. Irony is surely one size
ill-ﬁts all.
Time gasps in reverse and grasps against
the spinning world. Our memories, as frayed
ribbons, are strewn through the frail bones
of history. History independent of Time,
justiﬁed by merciful excess, in negative
accountancy, fraught with jealous pangs of
steelcut Want.
“What’s done is never done,” I thought. But I
would never dare speak it. To speak is to
will, and my will is fretfully overdrawn. It
seems, of all the lessons learned in Time,
the lesson of Time was not among them.
-

Anon

𝟙𝟘

@dickpillcyborg7 aka
cool man aka the
honorable netizen of the
decade / 4th turning
2020s
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Y = mx+b is useless now
I remember math teacher
Mrs. Connors
Made me stop tapping
On my desk rhythms
Beating my own
drum so to speak
Euclidian

Political geometry begs
Syfy ﬁctions and speculations
On the existence of
Teleportation via
Wormholes and somehow
I know right triangle
side calculations aren’t relevant to
If we will die
when Scotty
Beams U.N. white
Helmets into Syria
To play referee
Or
Maybe it’s more like
Grand Theft Auto for the elite.

𝟙𝟙

𝟙𝟚

1) Anyone can be brainwashed.
In fact,
2) Socialization/maturation within conﬁned
parameters is itself brainwashing.
To that point,
3) Until exposed to an alternative, people will
remain convinced of the suitability/superiority of
their default surroundings or understandings.
Luckily,
4) Everyone can change their mind.
In fact,
5) With enough information and exposure
(equals time and level of immersion),
everyone and anything can be
understood < tolerated < accepted < embraced.

Our Shared Susceptibility
Our Common Condition
The Through-The-Mirror Phase
Our Superpower is Change
The Formula & The Scale

6) The degree to which this scale is ascended is
dependent on how closely the Object of
Understanding is aligned with the Golden Rule:
treat others only as you yourself would like to be
treated.

Ascending The Scale

7) The more we can hold ourselves to the Golden
Rule, the sooner and better we can mend social
rifts and actualize total world peace.

The Blueprint To A Better World

𝟙𝟛

Yet still we persist

𝟙𝟜

“In this universe

we process time linearly, forward,
but outside of our space time from what would be a 4th
dimensional perspective, time wouldn't exist, and from that
vantage, could we attain it? We see, our space time would look
ﬂattened. Like a single sculpture of matter, and of superposition,
every place it ever occupied. Sentience just cycling through our
lives like carts on a track. See everything outside our dimension,
that's eternity. Eternity looking down on us, now to us this is a
sphere, but to them it's a circle.”
- Rust Cohle, True Detective

Time is the enemy of all creation.
An inescapable force destined to
destroy all cosmological creation
into nonbeing. A relentless power
on a journey to dissociate
subatomic particles from another.
The Planck Epoch not marking the
birth of the cosmos, but the
beginning of the death process of
the universe. As humans come to
terms with time from our inherited
consciousness we create
chronological explanations of the
known to determine past, present,
and future. We live our lives with
the knowledge of our own
mortality, and the certainty of our
being. We question the time before
us, and we worry of the time that
lies afterwards. This perspective
leads to a centralization of a
person's place in the universe, as

the past is before them, and the
future in ahead, they must reside in
the middle, in the present.

Portraying time in the perspective
of a higher dimension can depict
matter in a superpositional state
where every action can be viewed
in a singular instance. The timeline
of our reality sewed into a fabric of
every event viewed in a woven
plane. In our state we view it
linearly, either looking forward or
backward. This perspective is what
makes us human. The long oral,
and writing traditions let us look at
recorded past events, and lets us
imagine the future, in the present.

-𝟙𝟝-

As all life marches towards
the inevitability of death, we
are constantly reminded
about the effects of time. It
is usually early on in a
person's life where a death
in the family occurs,
whether that be a great
grandparent, grand parent,
or a parent. This early on in
someone's life instills the
concept that they will
eventually end. They can
see the age set in on elders
as the effects of decades
have on the body. This
sense of time leads how our
lives are lived. We make
plans, ponder over history,
and question our place in it
all. Time is our curse, but it
is also our gift.

Without time we would never
be able to experience growth,
and change. The many
artforms we enjoy such as
music and movies would not
be possible. These mediums
would exist similar to a
painting. Yes you are free to
view it in whatever pace you
choose with your own eyes,
but you lose one of the most
amazing features. With time
you get transitions,
progression, development,
and every other time-based
synonym. Although time will
lead to the death of us all, and
the end from beginning, we
at least get to ﬁnd enjoyment
from the things time allows
us to create. ❖

𝟙𝟞

Lacan's deﬁnition of human deception:
We deceive the Other by means of the
truth itself; in a universe in which all
are looking for the true face beneath

the mask, the best way to lead them
astray is to wear the mask of truth
itself.

-𝟙𝟟-

Wait there’s more, Yet
All in all,
The past will soon consume us All.

It’s roots will grasp amidst the brush As hauntings’ wrath through dirt doth
push.
Entangled, past each desperate hour
Winding coldly,
Deaf to power.
Bare to world and shunned to earth,
The weakness born through weakest birth.
In cycles spun round fractured cries
Of what time means and when time lies The answer to both
Is Always.

𝟙𝟠
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အချ ိန်

𝟚𝟘

χρόνος

"Time is not a reality
(hypostasis), but a concept
(noêma) or a measure (metron)."
𝟚𝟙

The Greek philosophers believe that the
universe was infinite, and was an illusion to
humans. Plato believed that time was made by
the Creator at the same instant as the
heavens. He also says that time is a period of
motion of the heavenly bodies.
Aristotle believed that time correlated to
movement, that time did not exist on its own
but was relative to motion of objects. He also
believed that time was related to the motion of
celestial bodies; the reason that humans can
tell time was because of orbital periods and
therefore there was a duration on time.

𝟚𝟚

J. M. E. McTaggart's 1908 The
Unreality of Time argues that, since
every event has the characteristic
of being both present and not
present (i.e., future or past), that
time is a self-contradictory idea
(see also The flow of time).

𝟚𝟛

𝟚𝟜

Daly: In a sense, would you say that the age of biogenetics/
cyberspace is the age of philosophy?
Žižek: Yes, and the age of philosophy in the sense again that we
are confronted more and more often with philosophical problems
at an everyday level. It is not that you withdraw from daily life into
a world of philosophical contemplation. On the contrary, you
cannot find your way around daily life itself without answering
certain philosophical questions. It is a unique time when everyone
is, in a way, forced to be some kind of philosopher.
●

Conversations with Žižek by Slavoj Žižek and Glyn
Daly (Cambridge: Polity Press, 2004), p. 54
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In Book 11 of his
Confessions, St. Augustine
of Hippo ruminates on the
nature of time, asking,
"What then is time? If no
one asks me, I know: if I
wish to explain it to one
that asketh, I know not."
He begins to deﬁne time by
what it is not rather than
what it is,[67] an approach
similar to that taken in
other negative deﬁnitions.
However, Augustine ends
up calling time a
"distention" of the mind
(Confessions 11.26) by
which we simultaneously
grasp the past in memory,
the present by attention,
and the future by
expectation.
𝟚𝟠

According to Martin
Heidegger we do not exist
inside time, we are time.
Hence, the relationship to
the past is a present
awareness of having been,
which allows the past to
exist in the present. The
relationship to the future is
the state of anticipating a
potential possibility, task,
or engagement. It is related
to the human propensity for
caring and being concerned,
which causes "being ahead
of oneself" when thinking
of a pending occurrence.
Therefore, this concern for
a potential occurrence also
allows the future to exist in
the present. The present
becomes an experience,
which is qualitative instead
of quantitative. Heidegger
seems to think this is the
way that a linear
relationship with time, or
temporal existence, is
broken or transcended.[73]
We are not stuck in
sequential time. We are able
to remember the past and
project into the future – we
have a kind of random
access to our representation
of temporal existence; we
can, in our thoughts, step
out of (ecstasis) sequential
time.[74]

𝟚𝟡

NEXT ISSUE:
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